
Wow! What a jam packed but super fun term we have had!  

 

We all loved our topic ‘Winter Wonderland’! From learning about materials to our story 

‘The Jolly Winter Postman’, the children were really engrossed in this topic and learnt 

so much! 

 

We read about The Jolly Winter Postman and his very busy post round. He left his bag 

full of letters in our classroom, so we wrote some questions to ask him and he gave us a 

virtual visit! Frogs class learnt the story off by heart and re-wrote the entire story by 

themselves – some amazing work was produced! We also found Humpty Dumpty had 

been pushed off of his wall and had to be detectives to find the culprit. We found out 

it was Golidlocks! Then we wrote some instructions on how to put Humpty Dumpty back 

together again. 

 

In science we have been learning all about materials. We have been identifying what 

objects are made out of and looked at their properties. We also had a look at natural 

and man-made materials.  

 

This term we were also visited by two elves sent by Santa from the North Pole – Buddy 

and Coco. They got up to all sorts of mischief! Santa also virtually visited Frogs class 

which was very magical. 

 

During the end part of the term we did lots of christmassy arts and crafts, producing 

some fantastic decorations for our Christmas trees and sculpting clay penguins. 

 

We ended with our nativity, which was slightly different this year due to the 

circumstances! The children loved dressing up and acting out some of the scenes from 

the nativity. We hope you enjoyed it – it was so lovely to see the whole school join 

together in a team effort to produce a performance for you, even in our bubbles.  

 

We hope you have a fantastic Christmas and are ready and raring to go for another 

fabulous term in the new year! 

 

 


